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K A T A L IN  GÖXCXÖL
„M ost c e rta in ty  crim e is th e  price  p a id  for inequalities 
th a t  have  rem ained an d  for inequal chances an d  it 
a p p ea ls  to  be accom pany ing  th e  society  a s  a  d is to rted  
shadow . U n fo rtu n a te ly , th e  m an  o f to d ay  m u st a rm  
h im self to  bear it an d  he m ust m a in ta in  m oans a n d  seek 
new  ones in o rder to  be ab le  to  p re v en t w h a t can  be 
p rev en ted  and c u rb  w h a t can  be  cu rb ed  itt crim e. All 
th is  is p a r t  and p a rce l o f th e  self-guiding sy s tem  o f soci­
e ty  by  w hich it saves, m a in ta in s  attd  im proves itself."
T IB O R  K IR Á L Y *
There is no one today challenging that crime is a mass phenomenon 
under the conditions of the sociaiist society, which necessarily coincides 
with ¿he present stage of our sot-iai development.' The specific social 
nature of crime arises from its anti social character which finds expression 
in prohibitions contained by penal law.-
,-l.s u ?nns.s UAeM0 ?neM0H cAnaymy fa /Ac coarse o/* Afs/orfca/ t/cre/optaca/ 
criatc tatarinA/y reaea/s /Ae ca/ea/ /o a'AtcA /Ac prcaatViay .soct'c/y is capo Me 
q/ easartay i/s satoo/A opera/ioa aad /Ac ataaaer ta tcAicA/ i/ is capaA/e q/ 
proridiay/or i/s sarcica/ a ad Aa/tdiay doa-a /Ae aorta ea.sariay i/s /ar/Aer 
dereZo/anea/ /o saAseyttea/ yeaera/ioas. Considering the fact that regarding 
the conditions under which crime arises, it can be stated that it is very 
deeply embedded in the social conditions interpreted in the broadest 
possible sense, the quantity and quality of prevailing crime is not merely 
a matter of the relevant decision taken by power but the result of proces­
ses taking a spontaneous course and, on the other hand, subjected to 
conscious guidance.
In the course of the attempts made to acquire knowledge of the social 
nature of crime it came to light that the processes taking place in the very 
basic structure of society and the regularities governing them are respon­
sible for bringing about crime. Thus the existence of crime can be traced
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back to the contradictions detectibte in ])roperty relations, in the condi­
tions of distribution as welt as in the structurai reiations of society/ 
Therefore, sociai conditions considered from the broadest possible range 
exert a highly diverse influence on the system of face-to-face human rela­
tions and, in the final resort, they can assume the nature of such envi­
ronmental effects which become the direct social causes of attitudes viola­
ting norms/ Criminological research has shown that disadvanrageous 
social situation, low level of schooling, alcoholism, divorce, and educational 
environment that reflects negative outlook of life promote the development 
of crime/ At the same time, however, it also came to light that crime which 
is a social mass phenomenon is very largely of a heterogeneous nature, 
that is, there are reasons and environmental effects differing from 
one another in a number of respects which can bring about different types 
of crimes (for example, violent crimes or crimes against property)." Rese­
arch results made available to date make it possible to establish a system 
for the development and reproduction of crime in a specific social stratum. 
The fundamental question for which an answer must be sought is the 
following: what are the spheres of society in which the processes taking 
place result in conflicts with the norms ? in other words, what is the manner 
in which the o%ec?we c?rcM7HSf%Mceg are brought about that lead to the 
violation of norms and in what way can dispositions be induced by these 
circumstances which develop a bent in people for violating norms?
Dispositions bringing about a conflict with the norms, that is, dis­
positions developing a bent for violating norms can be examined, in the 
first place, in the following spheres:
A. Processes determining the position occupied in the structure of 
society.
The system of institutions ensuring the integration of individuals 
into the society and its operation.
C. The disharmony between the social processes causing restratifi­
cation and the system of institutions promoting integration.
In their first phase the examinations carried out in the directions 
listed above are suitable for disclosing and studying the nature of the frame­
work of the objective social conditions under which the transmission 
of norms can take place. In the second phase an approach can be made 
to find out as to what are the chances of acquiring and adhering to the 
predominant norms.
Ad. A. Processes' de?ernc:nÎNy ?/<e po.si/ion occupied in //;e .sP'Mcdrre o/ 
-society
Today's hungarian society is stratified according to the position 
it occupies in the order of the division of labour and in the social structure 
of production. However, to define or grasp in an empirical manner the 
individual social strata is an extremely complicated taks. The basis on 
which a start can be made is by all means the position occupied in the struc­
ture of professions of society; however, this is not sufficient for determining 
the position of the stratum. "The social division of labour is an extremely
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complicated system" in the view of Zsuzsa Ferye who goes on to say "and, 
for that matter, the position occupied in it cannot be expressed in a simple 
manner either. The actual professions indicate the actual activity of the 
individuals along with the role they happen to be playing in the functional 
division of labour. But the functional division of labour is no more than 
one aspect of the social division of labour and as such it is not sufficient 
to reveal the social essence of the division of labour in the given society."? 
Thus the structure of professions cannot express the stratification of soci­
ety; therefore, denoting the occupation is insufficient for determining 
the social position of an individual as well. Additional indices are necessary 
for determining the position occupied in the social structure. According 
to Zsuzsa Ferye the factors that d?7*ec/?y co/nc/de whit the social division 
of labour are of a defining nature; one of them is, for instance, the estab­
lishment of groups according to the nature of labour. Similarly, the factors 
determining the position occupied in the division of labour more or less 
directly under the prevailing social and historical conditions are also 
important. These factors can also be described as thepreco7id?7?'oMSOce?<p?'e</ 
/a /Ac s/rMC/Mrp, such as social background and the character of the place 
where one lives. Finally, a considerable role is also played by the conditions 
which emerge as d^eren/m/cd roMseyMcnces corresponding to the differences 
of positions occupied in the division of labour; they include, for example, 
the income, social respect a position commands, and so on.** The schematic 
significance of the position occupied in the spectrum of professions is 
illustrated by Kálmán FWcsdr when be he presents the conditions of 
settlement in forming the structure. For example, he states that a consi­
derable proportion of the Hungarian working class continues to live in 
rural areas and most of them commute, that is, while being employed in 
industry half of them runs a household farm. In connection with the Hun­
garian peasant families he states that the overwhelming majority are 
composed of a primary and secondary bread winner, but most of the latter 
category are not engaged in agriculture. At the same time about one third 
of the people working on cooperative farms carries on industrial type 
of activities." The position occupied in the social structure is largely influ­
enced, in addition to the circumstances of settlement, by age, sex and the 
number of children, virtually irrespective of the work performed^"
Considering everything that has been outlined above, it must be stated 
that M.Vn'/e exain/M/ny /Ac /y?'ny AcA?'%/ rr/mc ?7 /.s no/ RM^ fic/cn/ /o .sc/
OM/ ?HereZy/rmn /Ac s/rim/Mre o/ pro/cas/om thus seeking the relations between 
the reproduction of crime and the structural conditions of society. On 
the basis of the points discussed above it is basically wrong to identify 
the structural articulation or stratification of society with the structure 
of professions since the phenomenon covered by the notion of stratum is 
much broader, more colourful and more comprehensive." Besides, in 
case the start is wrong, it will inevitably limit the range of conclusions 
to be drawn as well. For instance, if we assert that the number of unskilled 
workers is much higher among the criminals than the proportion they 
represent in the brad-winning section of the society as a whole, our state-
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ment will obviously be truc, but it wii! fail to bring us doser to disclosing 
the real social reasons lying behind crimes.^ It might be possible that 
the causes of certain persons becoming unskilled workers are the same as 
those rendering them to become criminals. The essence of this phenomenon 
is summarized by A'M/c.wr as follows: "In view' of the fact that it occupies 
a very low stage in the hierarchy of labour, unskilled labour tends to rally 
people who arc, for some reason or another are in a disadvantageous 
position. The disadvantages involved can be of different types: unfavourab­
le ecological or housing conditions, low schooling; they can also be manifes­
ted in per capita income or they can be of an ethnic nature."^ Thus in 
case the examination is confined to narrow limits, the most deep-lying 
correlations cannot be studied. The position occupied in a stratum of society 
must be taken into account along with ist highly diverse implications 
when weeking the objective framework ensuring the specific acquisition 
and enforcement of norms.
The uvry q/ A/e can also be analyzed in close relationship with the posi­
tion occupied in the cosial strata. The way of life is actually a function 
of the position occupied by someone in the structure of society. The system 
of social conditions interpreted in the broadest possible sense cannot do 
more than determine the way of life as merely a tendency. As stated by 
Agnes Aoconcs: the objective world constitutes such a system of frontiers 
or limited area of movement without which or outside which the way 
of life cannot be moulded but within the limits of which, at least within 
identical planes the different ways of life can develop in a manner that 
involves differences. "In the final resort the model of the way of life is 
determined in the social time and space by values, customs and norms.
In this respect the acquisition of norms has a very important role to play 
and so it is possible that a conflict of norms can also arise. If a conflict 
of norms occurs, it can substantially influence the further development 
of the w ay of life either occasionally or for a long period. It is within the 
frame of the way of life where the conditions are created that can bring 
about critical situations. In the majority of cases, however, their develop­
ment can be traced back to the social factors defining the framework 
of the way of life, that is, social factors manifested in accordance with 
the position occupied in the structural setup of society.
7'Ac yo.s///on ocf?(y?'cd in /Ac s/rMf/Mra? se/?<y o/' soc/c/y #3 era ol/er/fre 
/rctmCM'orA q/ /Ac cc/aAA/gAyncK/ a/ /Ac aay q/ A/c crca/cs oyyor/MM?7?'c3 /or 
/Ac 7crc?oymc?i/ q/ a/A'/adcs rMTMi/ay coMM/cr /o ?:or?ns yr/ac/yaAy /Ac 
raaAs o/ yrowys u A/cA ore .soc/aAy A: o Jfcadtarr/aycoMc .s;7oo//on. What is 
meant by the term: disadvantageous situation? Of the notions coined 
quite recently the one put forward by Istvân ZZa.star appears to be the 
most comprehensive oncW He maintains that those persons (families) 
can be regarded as being in disadvantageous social situation whose possibi­
lities of satisfying their needs, conditions of live and possible way of life 
are substantially lower than those of the majority of society.!" The deve­
lopment of disadvantageous social situation coincides with the dynamic 
reproduction of the social structure, in other words, with the process of
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dynamic development.'" At ttic present stage of the development of our 
social conditions the reproduction of the structure of society is largely 
influenced by the reproduction of the relations of knowledge. This is what 
Zsuzsa A'crye writes about this point: "The division of valid and valuable 
knowledge from a social point of view has always gone in hand with the 
social division of labour; in actual fact it is the unequal division of know­
ledge that transmits and lays the foundations for the historical separation 
of physical labour from spiritual w ork... In addition, knowledge has 
always had a remarkable role to play in the development of the power 
relations of society and in the regulation of social r e p r o d u c t i o n . " ^  It is 
quite another matter that the possible process of the reproduction of 
the stock of knowledge that is valid and valuable socially has always 
been determined by the prevailing structural conditions of society and 
mainly by the economic conditions and while doing so they also set limits 
for the possible extent, direction and tendencies. The dynamics of the 
structure follow from the reproduction of the positions occupied in the 
social division of labour according to the skills developed on the basis of 
knowledge. Thus the structure of acouisition, use and consumption develop 
accordingly and in harmony with the principles governing the prevailing 
division.
Therefore it can be said that disadvantageous situation is brought 
about following certain groups of society getting into unfavourable 
circumstances while being arranged in the order of the division of labour 
as a result of the uneven division of the socially valid and valuable know­
ledge. As a consequence, the possibilities of meeting their own needs and 
their way of life are of a much lower level than these of the majority of 
society. Owing to their social sircumstances one of the largest groups 
suffering from a diversity of disadvantageous situations because of their 
social circumstances is made up of unskilled people performing hard 
physical labour.'" The socially disadvantageous situation is much more 
pronounced if the relatively unfavourable position occupied in the social 
division of labour is combined with an income that is lower than the average 
and a family size that increases parallel with negative ecological living 
conditions (that is, the proportion of bread winners and dependent is 
unfavourable). This situation is largely aggravated by ethnic affiliations 
that creates very unfavourable conditions for adjustment to existing 
setup of society.""
7'Ac /ас/ors b'.s/cd a&we гам, гедм?/ ж  /Ac JereZopniea/ q/' и зрес?/?'с 
way q/ Z?/e. Hard physical labour requiring no skill and offering rather low 
income is by no means attractive. In the majority of cases it is performed 
by people under pressure, this is what they can obtain socially. Therefore 
their readiness to work is of a lower level. Disadvantageous financial 
situation invariably creates unfavourable housing conditions for them."' 
Within the frame of the social circumstances described above and for rea­
sons of low cultural standards conditions cannot be created for them for 
a cultured conduct and way of life.
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U?'o(a/?OM q/ /Ac Ao^ cct'cr, 7s wo/ a pAcwowcwow aM/07Ha//ca//y
accompawytwy po;er/y, but it must be born in mind that limited possibiiities 
along with related factors bring about the vilation of norms to a greater 
extent than favourable social conditions. This statement is verified bv 
examinations performed with c r i m i n a l s . ^  Examples to present relations 
between multiple disadvantageous situation and crime can be drawn 
mainly from the results of examinations carried out in the ranks of reci­
divists. This is particularly important because recû/?'r?'s7H can ba/ica/cd 
7Horc marAcd/y /Ac b'riay coad?'/?OMS M'AicA he AcAtwr/ -vine cowe/dered fa a 
ycacrai 3CM3C erea /Ae.se cowd?77ows are wo/ .so .s/y/^ i/Vca;;/.^  ^ The examina­
tions I carried out earlier with recidivists were designed to reveal these 
deeper social implications of the problem.
The schooling of multiple recidivists which is a factor defining funda­
mentally the social position taken by them reveals considerable differences 
as compared to the average of society. In the case of violent criminals, 
for example, the proportion of illiterates or those close to this category 
(having completed maximum 4 grades of the primary school) in the 
ranks of the offenders studied is 37.0% while the respective figure for those 
having committed successive crimes against property is 14.9 per cent. 
(The respective social average is 10.4 per cent.)-' The ratio of offenders 
having a trade in violent criminals is 15.8 per cent, while that of offenders 
having committed crime against property is 40.1 per cent. 30.4 per cent 
of violent recidivists have primary schooling or a higher level of education; 
the respective proportion for property recidivists stands at 56.5 per cent. 
The same index for Hungary's male population is 81.0 per cent.-^ Unfavou­
rable start and the disadvantageous conditions of the position in society 
are verified by the data listed better than anything. With the above figures 
in mind it is not at all striking that the structure of professions in the 
ranks of recidivists is different from the average. The proportion of uns­
killed workers, for example, is 41.3 per cent with violent recidivists, 
while the corresponding figure for property recidivists is 32.3 per cent. 
At the same time the ratio of unskilled workers in Hungary's population 
is estimated to stand at 10 to 11 per centre In the set of notions of today's 
Hungarian social policy a family with four or more children is regarded 
as a big family. They account for 3 to 5 per cent of the total of the nation's 
families.2? The proportion of violent recidivists having been brought 
up in big families is 63.0 per cent while the corresponding figure for pro­
perty recidivists is 46.0 per cent. In the course of the examination 35.3 
per cent of the violent recidivists and 13.8 per cent of the property recidi­
vists declared to be of gypsy background. The proportion of gypsies in 
Hungary's population is about 3 per cent.
It is the result of the situation described above and the cause of a 
further defect of the socialization process that people take up work at 
an extremely early age. More than 25 per cent of the violent recidivists 
under examination and almost one fifth of the property recidivists were 
forced to work under 14 years of age. Two thirds had to earn their own 
living between 14 and 18 years of age. Naturally, social compulsion did
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not result in high moral standards of labour. It is an indication of the 
readiness to take up work that 50 per cent of the recidivists spent at 
least one year by not attending school nor did they have permanent 
employment during that period. This is an important stage in the path 
leading to deviant behaviour or crime since it symbolizes or signifies 
indifference to or resistance displayed against social expectations. I exten­
ded my examinations to the earnings of the category under study in 
accordance with the productive branches of the national exonotny and 
compared them with the average income in them. I experienced that the 
income of violent recidivists was well below the average in each branch 
of the national economy. The earnings of property recidivists are also lower 
than the average.
The data listed above prove that violent recidivists who represent 
the "hard core" of criminals belong to the stratum of society living in 
the most disdvantageous circumstances. There are similar indices to charac­
terize the criminals in general even if they are not so accurately applicable.^ 
All this boils down to verify that /row /Ac ро/м/ of r/c?r qf Усс/ямсе /Ac 
Аеяит'ел/ pressure ?'s стегну/ ом people оссмру/му рол?7?'омл of /Ae pcr/pAcry 
/row о лосз'я/ я spec/.
However. (/¿ля<7сяя/яугомл л?7мя/?*ом сям Ae ез'ям??'мсУ мо/ оя/у /row я 
л/я/?'с Аял?'л; л/мм'/яг <7я/я яге сомсея?ем/ /о легсе ял я wcoMS о/ л/1я/у:'му /Ас 
process q/' reprodMc/foM. During the examination I mentioned earlier I 
analyzed recidivists who were sentenced to deprivation of liberty on there 
or more occasions either because of violent crimes or crimes committed 
against property; thus they are people with whom an anti social attitude 
or resistance to society has become part and parcel of their way of life. 
I also examined the kinds of social possibilities they had as a result of 
their direct objective environmental conditions for their re adjustment 
taking a more favourable course than earlier. The overwhelming majority 
of recidivists examined come from physical labourer families and they 
have been brought up in families much larger than the Hungarian national 
average. These conditions alone would have been sufficinet to provide 
for a decent way of life tolerating poverty. However, the families in charge 
of bringing up their children also produced negative patterns of behaviour 
for their offsprings thus contributing to the increase in factors making 
up the disadvantageous situation. Therefore, i/емяи/ АеАяи/огя/ ря//егм 
qf /Ae /uw?7y ?'s я/so я /яс/or /Ая/ сям Ar/му яАом/ А7ляг/гям/яуеомл л//мя/?'ом 
or й сям cause (Ae WM//?'pZ/co/?'OM of е/?'ляаТям/яуел. Alcoholism and criminal 
record are very frequent with the parents of offenders (alcoholism 27.2 per 
cent and criminal record 47 per cent in the families of violent criminals). 
Similar data are not available for the whole population of Hungary but 
there is good reason for making the assumption that the proportion of 
acute alcoholic persons and those with a criminal record is lower than 
that in the Hungarian families. The data listed indicate that ?7 7s A/yA/y 
ргоАяА/е /Ая/ ом /Ae /eve/ о/ /Ae soc7e/y ял я wAo/e pouer/y ям<7 r/et'/ям/ АеАя- 
и/омгя/ ря//егм яге я/so гсрго<7мсеУ ял рАеиотемя яссотмряяу7яу or уо/му 
Аям<7 гм мм'/А оме ямо/Асг.
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The essence of this process is summarized by Zsuzsa Oro7??i as follows: 
"Poverty that is being reproduced is such a disadvantageous way of life 
which is related in the first ¡dace to a low cultural level, non-typical pheno­
mena manifested in occupation, deviant behaviour and unfavourable 
housing. Its reproduction is made continuous by the fact that the factors 
responsible exert reciproca) infulence on one another and the results become 
causes. Whatever the link by which reproduction begins might be, the out­
come is invariably the prevalence of disadvantageous situation or perhaps 
even worse than that."-^
The deeper social implications were pointed out by Rezső Wyers 
who had this to say: "There is no doubt about the fact that today's econo­
mic policy pursued by Hungary involves a contradiction between the objec­
tives of efficiency and goals of equality by differentiating earnings according 
to training and performance, while human needs do not differ from one 
another to a similar extent. We cannot get rid of this contradiction throug­
hout the whole period of socialism since the principle of distribution 
according to the work performed involves inequalities relating to work."-"' 
Hven it the assumption is made that the principle of distribution according 
to the work performed is applied fully, the existing contradictions including 
disadvantageous situation continue to be reproduced. Only economic 
growth promoting collective mobility can result in a social change which 
can reduce marings of the nature of inequality; thus the circumstances 
of each group will improve, but those in a less favourable situation in 
which case inequality means multiplied disadvantage will improve at a 
faster pace than the conditions of the other groups.T h is process, however, 
is of a very slow pace and even if conscious social gudance is applied results 
can only be achieved in the long run. Thus .society /s in need o/*%M ia.si?'/?'- 
/ioHo/icci/ 7HCHH.S Ay 77'A/rA /72 ey 7722/dies coo Ae done oavry ?r?VA orcr /Ae A modes/ 
poss/A/e spee/7'22777. It is the duty of social policy to accomplish this goal. 
Social policy can be defined as a means that can be adopted in the interest 
of reducing social inequalities for collecting centrally part of the wealth 
produced and distributing them in a manner that does not follow the 
logics of economy, profit, relations of goods and exchange on the market.^ 
In the course of the development of society it was in the interest of provi­
ding for the smooth and undisturbed operation of society that a mechanism 
and a related system of institutions were developed which can ensure 
satisfying certain needs even under condition when society is incapable 
of doing so even if the most highly developed principle of distribution 
from a historical aspect, the one based on the work performed is adopted. 
While it can be concluded that the most deep lying causes of crime are 
related to the reproduction of social contradictions /Ac possiAi/dy q/ pre7-C77-
crimes is./rew screw/ ospee/s, /Ae/ 22770/7072 q/' /Ac opero/ion o/ /Ac mecAo- 
H7S7HS 072d 2'72S/?'/22/2072S q/ SOC?/// po/7'e.y.
-Id /T TAe s.ys/C777S q/ 27!s/7/M/2077S casmrwy w/cywq'oa q/ wd/m'dro/s 
777 /0 socie/y 0222/ 2/s opera/2'07?
The term systems of institutions ensuring the integration of individuals 
into society is to be interpreted as mechanisms established in most cases
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quite consciously during the operation of which society reproduces itseif 
in addition to producing goods, in the function of this activity, whit the 
relevant objectives born in mind and within the system of the prevailing 
power relations. The institutions belonging to this category are those 
established for the reproduction of the conditions of knowledge, for obtai­
ning tnanpower, securing health, bringing up the up and coming generation, 
and for transmitting and reproducing predominant values, customs, 
norms and culture. In other words, /Ac re/a/wiy s/noo/A opera/fon q/ soc?'r/y 
arc ea.saw/ and fOMi/?7Aw.s/or rcprodac/foa are erea/ed fa a manner de/ermfned 
Ay /Ae preeadiny econo/n/c condf/fons and pon-er re/a//on.s r /  /Ac y/t en goc/e/y.
From the point of view of deviance a particularly important role is 
played by the institutions /Ac /nnc/fons r /  n An A are /o cfc/nfnf/c /Ac con/ra- 
dfeifong ar/gfny dar/ny /Ac opera/fon o/ /nccAanfg/ng reprodnefny /Ac .s/rnc/nrc 
r /  gocfc/y, /o apply a AreaA on and preuen/ /Ae reprodne/fon o/ /ncymddfcg. 
The institutions performing the functions belong to the sphere of social 
policy contributes to the reproduction of deviant behavioural forms. 
At the same time the institutions operating within the sphere of social 
policy may well result in disfunctional effects because of their comparative 
independence, relative separation even if the principles governing them 
are correct. For example, the social policy adopted to the gypsy population 
has produced negative results as well despite the positive intention which 
guided it.33 Strangely enough, in some cases it is the influence exerted by 
social policy measures that brings about deviant behaviour. If children 
who are neglected are removed from their surroundings for purposes of 
prevention and they arc taken to an institution in which the environment 
is poor in stimuli and the educational principles are adopted inadequately 
the detrimental influence exerted on one another by young people having 
suffered in terms of their emotions and having been infected morally as 
well be stronger than the transmission of positive norms. In the sphere 
of social policy it is particularly difficult to find the optimum institutional 
framework which can provide for effective operation. Even under new or 
modified conditions the "processes guided by historical continuities' 
survive; therefore even new concepts or new mechanisms will not bring 
necessarily better results. At the same time the old frameworks can undergo 
changes in case they are filled with really new content; but as a rule, tra­
ditional frameworks tend to make it more difficult to satisfy new require­
ments^' Thus unfavourable and unwanted results can also be traced back 
to the dialectical contradictions outlined above. A good example to this 
effect is disorganization arising from the absence of /aanVy /Acrayy.
It may well be the case that 8 or 10 organs of social policy can attend 
separately to the affairs of the members of a family with multiple disad­
vantages with increased attention. Thus, for example, care is extended 
to the youngest ones by the welfare officer and the physician, while the 
bigger ones are looked after by the crèche, the kindergarten and the school, 
as the case may be, children exposed to danger are under the care of the 
public guardianship authority, the alcoholic father is treated by the insti­
tution fighting alcoholism and the neurotic mother is subjected to treat-
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ment by the neurological clinic. The results would multiply if a harmonized, 
many sided and. above aH, tacfully a])plied programme were applied to the 
famiiy as a smalt community. However, the organs and officials listed above 
are, in most cases, active separately performing their work in connection 
with the people under their care in a cncentrated manner. In addition, they 
frequently intensify the negative psychological relationship associated 
with the disadvantageous situation in the members of the community.
From the point of view of deviant behavioural forms institutionalized 
mechanisms set up /o /w?/ c.S'/rd;//.sAcc/ det-ma/ ybrw.s and /o
prowo/f re-.saca//?ra/mM are of particular importance. They include institu­
tions set up to combat overcome crime or alcoholism. It is verv often 
the case that the ineffective operationof these institutions is held respon­
sible fot the reproduction of deviant b ehaviourat forms. It must be born 
in mind that these institutions do not operate in a vacuum. The social 
conttadictions that have assumed a definite from exert an influence on 
the institutions as well and through them they have an effect on the persons 
placed under their charge. In addition the extent to which they are suc- 
cesful is obviously dependent on the standards of development of sciences 
dealing with man as well as the quantity of materia! assets that are at 
then disposal for accomplishing their tasks. Therefore, there are objective 
obstacles raised to achieving maximum effect. In the course of their day- 
to-day activities, however, situations and periods may well be brought 
about in which they remain well below the level of their own potentials 
and. fot that matter, the institutions themselves will play an active part 
in the development of a new deviant behavioural form.-An example to 
this effect may be the case when a person is sentenced to the deprivation 
of liberty for having committed a serious crime althouh the conduct of 
his life has been characterized in every respect by a law-abinding attitude 
and the crime committed is of an occassional character. An individual of 
this kind who has in fact no need of re-socialization can be placed in an 
institution of executing punishment in which it will be incepable of coun­
terbalancing detrimental psychological consequences arising from the 
person being locked up in it (the so-called prisonization) and the harmful 
influence exc! ted by the convicts representing a verv diverse spectrum 
morally by offering the alternative of a positive programme. For this 
reason and because of the trials of the criminal procedure the person will 
be rendered morally shaky for a prolonged period and. as a result, he 
may well commit a new crime which is perhaps even more dangerous 
than the previous one.
In general, the most sever forms of deviance are treated, the offenders 
are re-socialized, in other words, the subjective conditions for their re­
adjustment are created under circumstances provided by a closed institu­
tion (pentientiary). In addition to the viewpoints mentioned above, these 
institutions are also necessary from the aspect of offering protection to 
the society. However, these institutions fail to achieve their objectives 
in every respect and their operation may well coincide with unwanted 
consequences as well. For example, social disadvantage may be multi-
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pHed not only in respect of the person in question but also of his family. 
Contacts with the immediate environment may be rendered looser, a 
factor resulting in the complete abscence os social roots by the time of 
release. As a consequence of all this re adjustment after release can be 
made more difficult or, worst of all, it can be rendered impossible and 
it is a very probable iorcast that deviant behaviour will continue, /м /А?з
w ay /Ae opcra/Aw ?'м.5/;7м/;'оид f.s7GM?'.s'Aed а//А /Ac oA^cr/fre of
р/-с?ем//он /гса/жси/ of f/cr/o;q АеАог/омго^ /огя?д may a'c//
гои/г/Ам/с /о /Ac .s'/aA/b'za/àui of dModtoM/oycoMN .s//aa/?'oM or /о /Ac ^crc/apmca/ 
of m?d//p/e r/ÎA'or/rovqoyc.s o?o/. ?'?; /Ac f /ио/ rcsor/, /о /Ac герго^мс/?ом of 
¡'/cr/ои/ AeAavfoMr.
The systems of institutions ensuring the integration of individuals 
into can also be regarded as instruments ensuring the acquisition of predo­
minant values, customs and norms in the course of their operation besides 
performing their other functions. In what follows an attempt will be made 
to illustrate the relevant mechanism.
The objective possibility of accepting the norms and its social deter­
minants are very well illustrated by Andrâs &aAA when he says that 
"With the development of the social division of labour the development 
of man as a race in a given social integration is embodied only by the 
whole of social unity, but this individual can no longer be related to the 
whole integration, to the whole social economy and the whole social 
objective existence, in his everdav life while he is formed to become a 
social being he acquires the standards of his immediate environment, 
his own stratum and class or order along with the skills, norms, abilities 
and customs belonging to the relevant functions.'"^ As was outlined in 
the preceding chapter of this study in the structural division of society 
a disadvantageous situation has been brought about which, because of its 
objective implications tends to make people more bent for displaying 
deviant and within this criminal behaviour. The possibility of manner 
in which the needs are satisfied, determined by the well-known objective 
conditions; in this case meeting needs assumes, in general, a more limited 
or specific manner. Corresponding types of the way of life develop of 
which values, norms and customs differcing from the predominant ones 
are characteristic in several respects.3"
At today's level of the technological development of production there 
is continued need for unskulled strata of people performing hard physical 
labour and, for this reason, they are being reproduced. According to the 
results of research conducted to date its members constitute the least 
mobile groups of society, or people who are most difficult to mobilized? 
In their case the process of transmitting different norms is more lasting 
than the influence exerted by objective factors determining existence 
directly. In connection with this it is interesting to recall a statement 
made by Ло7т1?'ем who had this to write about the relative separation 
of social existence from social consciousness and the relative independence 
of consciousness: "There is a tendency in the groups of surviving without 
any change in their existence. This means, among other things, that
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the attitudes of the individuáis making up the groups are of a lasting 
nature to the extent of being capabie of surviving even the social and eco­
nomic circumstances of their formation. Thus the bent for surviva) without 
any change can equally be the organizing principle of adjustment or of 
the inability to adjust oneself or that of protest as well as resigning to 
one's lo t.H o w e v e r , only such people are capable of adjusting themselves 
to novel conditions of existence who possess the minimum of economic 
and cultural capital, in other words, the minimum of powerover mechanisms 
which they have to dominate.-'" Since it is the people in a disadvantageous 
situation that possess least of the above listed means, it is natural that 
/Ac udj«3/uAddy q/ /Ac y/w;ps Acómyóq/ /o /A/3 cu/cyorp /3 /Ac &?na//r.sV, icAdc 
/Ar/r a/iddp /0 roMserre Mor/ns uad rcspcc/ /mdd?'oM3 /3 /Ac yrca/r.s/.
The chance of values, customs and norms to be handed down is the 
greatest in a community to which a man is born, which is necessarily 
given to him and in which he is subjected to the first influences. Idnder 
today's conditions this initial community is the /uwdp which is one of 
the institutions ensuring the position taken up in society. It is its specificity 
that compared to other kinds of communities it can only be ó;/AacHccd 
with difficulty and /ad/rcc//p through the conscious guidance of society. 
The factors hampering direct influence include, among other things, 
its nature based on intimate emotinal bondages and the corresponding 
closed state. For this reason the family is particularly suitable for trans­
mitting the negative traditions and norms that have been established. 
The way of life of a family is invariably determined in the first ¡dace by 
the position taken up by the members of the family in society, the related 
social and material conditions, the ecological circumstances prevailing 
at the place of residence and the size of the family. At the same time the 
values, customs and norms as well as the behavioural patterns handed down 
by the preceding generation and which have been brought along by the 
adult members of the family from the parental background have a remark­
able role to play in the actual establishment of the way of life. However, 
for the new generation this is the community that is the first to transmit 
most intensively the influences of the social conditions interpreted in a 
broader sense because of the emotional ties involved. For reasons of its 
relative independence and closed nature arising from the specificities 
listed above the family is cupuA/c q/' dós7o/7óq/ /Ac po3dó-e c^cc/3 and 3/reap- 
/Aca/ay /Ac ncyu/?'re ói/Vacaccs. From the point of view of taking up a 
position in society this is the community possesing the most significant 
moral ]iower and, for this reason, it has the greatest importance in respect 
of handing down deviant behavioural norms to the up and coming gene­
ration.
According to experiences obtained from research conducted so far 
/Ac W03/ C33ca/dd oad 7H03/ ycacru//p occMrróiy ów/?7?ow3 /Au/ arc c/o3c?p 
rdo/ed /o det-dra/ AeAaidowr and arc Auadcd down Ay /Ae /awdp /o /Ac ac;c 
yenem/ton urc /Ac/odou-fay.- reduced readiness to take up work (seek employ­
ment), a difference in the form of satisfying needs as compared to the predo­
minant method (it very often runs counter to the law), excessive consump-
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tion of alcohol, or condicting life in an alcoholic manner, little if any demand 
for culture, the cult of physical force, taking the law in one's onw hands 
when finding a solution to conflicts and the frequent use of force. The 
tendencies listed above can occur in combination with one another leading 
to deviant conduct of life or deviant behaviour.'" /Iccanse q/* /Ac oAjcc/ire 
Jcic/opmcn/ o/ /Ac /iriny coin//7Anns' /Acsc norms ore cAoroc/cr/s/i'c/irs/ of n// 
of /Ac icoyof/i/cof /oiii///cs/nof//sodcon/Oj'/fonssi7oo/:on, or o/ /cos/ /Ac?/ ore 
more cAoroc/eris/ic of /Aem /Aon qf /omi'/i'es Gccnpyini/ o i/ifferen/ posi/ion 
in socic/y. It must be made clear, however, that even a family that can 
come in for the most negative judgement plays or can play a positive 
role a person's life because it can offer, for example, protection or ensure 
identitvinandcangiveemotionalassets.it is quite obvious that no/ every 
/nmi'/y or f/isodcon/ayeons si/aa/ion con Ac reyon/ei/ os demon/; moreover, 
no/ every meinAer of o /ami'/y of d/sodron/oyeons s//no//on ei/feriny dei/on/ 
enr/roninen/ n i7/ on/omo/0 0 //1/ Aeeome der/on/. The extent to which norms 
and behavioural patterns stimulating deviant behaviour are transmitted 
by an emotional community is the function of the collective influence 
of the following factors:
— To what extent is a community infected by negative traditions, 
customs and norms? Which is the generation in the sequence that repre­
sents these negative values?
— Who is the person representing more intensively the negative 
tendencies and what "respect' does he command ? From the point of view of 
values represented can this community be regarded as homogeneous at 
least in respect of its adult members?
— What is the source from which the predominant norms in society 
reach the community, what is their intensity and what are the distortions 
they have undergone?
— What actual opportunities are offered by society to those regarding 
conformity with and adjustment to an emotional community as compul­
sion? What is the nature of the psychological relations with the above 
listed opportunities? What is the extent to which the community in 
question or a member making it up is hopeful about finding a way out ? 
(The question of which particular member of a morally infected community 
occupying socially disadvantageous position will follow the negative 
behavioural patterns in what form is from a number of aspects the result 
of the collective influence exerted by physiological properties and those 
of the nervous system, individual psychological characteristics and envi­
ronmental factors.)
It is up to the institutions providing for re-socialization and the 
enforcement of conscious social policy and the mechanism of their operation 
what the outcome of the conflict of the norms of the individual, the small 
community and society will be. Of these institutions references have 
already been made to those institutions of social policy that hamper the 
reproduction of disadvantageous situation. In addition to them, /Ac mos/ 
impor/nn/ means o/ /riiiny np a pos//;'on in soei'e/y is /Ac scAoo/ sys/em n Ai'cA
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A a.s /Ae ???;'.s.s'?'o?; q/ /ra?:.s??; ?'//?'?;y ????;/ waAmy people aecep/ /Ac predowmaw/ 
Mor?H5, AeAataoMral pa//erns, ralMes, deg/raAIe e;?67o??;.s a?;d /r???/?7;'oK.s /o Ae 
/ollo/oed ?'?t addf/foM /o a?;d &lw^iI/aaeo!M/y a?/A r /^'er?'?;y A'HOM7e?/ye.
The mentioned fact by itself that someone is incapable of acquiring 
socially desirable knowledge can result in socially disadvantageous situa­
tion. Making a judgement from this aspect Tamâs /fo2?na considers young 
people to be in disadvantageous situation who failed during their studies 
in the primary school or worst of all, who dropped out of basic education." 
According to the results of his experiments 25 per cent of these yuong 
people are impossible to train in any trade and they should be dealt 
with by special education; another 25 per cent are of gypsy background 
while the rest are children coming from families of disadvantageous 
social situation.'- Those having dropped out of basic education find emp­
loyment in industry or agriculture first of all as unskilled or semi-skilled 
w o r k e r s . '3  Thus it is a vicious circle. Let us now recall one of the state­
ments made in connection with the results of research conducted in the 
ranks of violent recidivists: /Acre are yroMp.s ??A?7A are an/ ere a reacAed A?/ /Ac 
/rajordy q/' /Ae preradfay ?;o/'??;.s; /Ac?'r ??;r/?;Ae?'.s do ao/ ere?; /.??a?r irAa/ 
/Aey are allowed /o do a?;d ;? Aa/ /Aey are ?;o/ allowed /o do, wAa/ ?'r /o Ae dep/ored 
a?;d ;?'Aa/ As ?;o/ dep/oraA/e/ro??; /Ae pod?/ ??/ rfea- ??//Ae ea'pec/a/;'o?;& o/ ,soc?'e/?/. 
The school whose mission was to have been to transmit these expectations 
failed to perform its function and young people having been deprived 
of the opportunity of learning took up positions in the order of the division 
of labour without having been offered the opportunity of acquiring the 
fundamental norms of coexistence. If this case is combined with negative 
parental environment and deviant environmental behavioural patterns, 
which is often the case, the direct consequence can be that they are followed 
without the slightest conflict and in complete conformity.
The model, however, is not as simple as that in the overwhelming 
majority of cases. Criminological research conducted to date tend to 
present a picture of the mechanism of the acquisition of norms by strata 
of disadvantageous situation of which the complete absence of the know­
ledge of the predominant norms is not characteristic. Even families that 
create a highly dangerous situation from a moral aspect do not lead 
a life that can he deplored in every respect since there are also posi­
tive forces in action. Even the majority of criminals have spent consi­
derable time at school and they have had a certain opportunity for acqui­
ring fundamental knowledge. Information offering positive knowledge 
does not reach the individual exclusively through the above mentioned 
two channels. The broader environment, the neighbourhood, the first 
and subsequent groups of friends, the media of mass communication 
and a number of other factors all have a role to play. It is a typical situation 
that the smallest of communities offers a conflicting moral attitude in 
one way or another to be followed as a model! and this is strengthened 
by the broader environment. Low intellectual standards that have deve­
loped in disadvantageous social circumstances and moral attitude that 
is different from the predominant one will invariably lead to failure at
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school and, as a result, adjustment to a community will become more 
difficult or it will be rendered impossible as the case might be; it will result 
in decreased ambitions, in the development of internal opposition which 
will grow stronger in the family and in the other informal spheres of soci­
ety.'*'' The importance of knowledge transmitted at school will fade because 
the adequate positive emotional background is missing along with the 
intellectual standards necessary for accepting knowledge. This is the manner 
in which the school which is the transmitter of official knowledge will 
become unable to rival the family and the groups of witholding power 
which are in most cases informal.
Even the most honest and respectable family of disadvantageous 
situation constitutes, in the majority of cases, an environment poor in 
stimuli because of the related social position and the low standards of 
culture of its members. In vain is the child going to school from such a 
family wide open to receive knowledge there, he will continue to remain 
in a disadvantageous situation because of his low intellectual level. Since 
today the schools performs in the first place the function of transmitting 
knowledge and the child with such a family background is obviously not 
competitive, he will inevitably experience failures because of his perfor­
mance. On the one hand, he will turn his back on the family because 
he fails to draw expereineces from it and, on the other hand, the school 
will not offer the expected experiences of sucess. Therefore he will be seeking 
an environment in which he will also be valued and from where he can 
also obtain something that can be valued. In such cases only the danger 
of deviant behaviour will prevail as long as it is not decided what type 
of norms regarding their quality the specific "environment offering com­
pensation for everything" is prepared to transmit. Experiences obtained 
from research show that Ay ЙзеУ /<х%яу'л згАоой зуз/ew ?'з 1мсяряА1е qf 
/?'ну мр аг;з/:'му /игуяя/А/гз, о/ //¡с супя/ 1/?'з/г?'Ам/?*ом о/* Ыом'Муе, о/ еязмп'ну 
/Ac гн/суга/тм о/ ?'?и/?'г?7/мя?з ?м/о зог?77у !с?7А cywd сАяпсез and о/ сгея/i'ny 
А7о?У?у7ся/?'оя н?7А /Ае prfi/яяммям/ or dcs/гяА/е ?юг?пз.  ^ As а matter of fact 
the precondition of finding a solution to the problems arising in association 
with integration of individuals into society is to reduce the effect of withd­
rawing forces arising from social inequalities, among other things, by 
increasing the efficiency of the social policy means. Every розз/&?е теямз 
?низ/ Ac /я/.ея advan/oye q/* fn /Ac c f^or/ /о з/гспу/Асм /Ае зсАоо/ since more 
just chances of taking up a position in society can as yet be ensured by 
the acquisition of socially useful knowledge and this can be accomplished 
first and foremost through the system of institutions of the school. In 
the course of the acquisition of knowledge an opportunity is opened up 
for making a rational valuation of the correct and positive norms and 
for emotional identification with them.
4  ANNAI.ES -  Seetio IURIDICA -  Tomus XXIV.
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Ad C) The disharmony between the social processes causing restratification 
and of the system of institutions promoting adjustment
Over the past 30 to 35 years a major social movement has taken place 
in Hungary as a result of socio-economic development and the changes 
that have taken place in the structure of production. During the twenty-five 
year period that followed 1U4Ü the proportion of people employed in indust­
ry increased by almost 20 per cent white there was an almost 50 per cent 
decrease in the number of people engaged in agriculture."' Hvcrv second 
person working in agriculture became an industrial worker.'* 7'Ar ynorc- 
IHCM/ (Auwyc M'f/A yHUye c/ybr/3
/nude ?n /Ac .spAcrc p/' mu/erdd prodwe/ma uwd d uAA'^wcd Aycrcu.s-cd /a/ca&'dy 
yy/ uc/foM fM crcry //c/d o/' .sued// po//ry Au/udAiy /Ac .sy.s/c/nA' p/* fîM/f/M/foMa 
dcs/yKcd /o pro/yyo/c soedd edj'ycs7//na/.
The problems associated with restratification deserve special attention 
because the adjustability of the diferent social groups to new circumstances 
is put to increasing test by mobility that takes place during a comparatively 
short period (historically speaking) and involves practically all strata 
of society. In the view of /duoM'o; the class situation characteristic of 
an individual at the start is a considerable obstacle to changes in any social 
structure. Substantial efforts are necessary to be made by the individual 
who must possess special abilities to overcome these obstacles.'s A similar 
conclusion is drawn by Pal dwAdAr in respect of the physiological burden 
and the load to be born by the nervous system."* These special abilities 
are possessed only by people who have the minimum of economic and cul­
tural capital, that is, the minimum of power over the mechanisms which 
they must dominated"
i t  is the duty of society to ensure the oAjcr/A'f roadddwA' of adjustment 
to new circumstances or socialization for brevity for each stratum that 
has changed places. What is meant here is principally the creation of condi­
tions for settling down or resettling in the vicinity of the newly established 
job. in the case of single persons and young people this means the availabi­
lity of civilized accomodation.s' This is the manner in which commuting 
en masse which is extremely detrimental to adjustment or rather rc-adjust- 
ment can be avoided.ss Adjustment to the new social conditions is facilitated 
if a substantial change in the economic structure of society mobilizes people 
for performing labour processes of a higher order. In such a case the change 
in the way of life is obviously the result of a more advantageous position 
occupied in the setup of the division of labour. It offers a training in trade 
which, in turn, provides for higher income. The mere fact that the popula­
tion employed in agriculture migrates into industry where they perform 
had physical labour not calling for a special trade does not coincide with 
advamcement at all, or maximum in the long run bv creating conditions 
for a subsequent generation to establish a form of life of a higher standard. 
It must also be born in mind that the restratification that took place in a 
manner described above and involved certain strata necessarily coincides 
with economic restructuring bringing about major social changes.
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In addition to the conditions mentioned above there is also need 
of such ones that can bridge the gap between the values, customs, traditions 
and norms of the old and new living conditions and can overcome the diffi­
culties arising from the differences between them. This is particularly 
necessary when people migrate from rural areas and into towns. The 
people who have been accustomed to an environment of a closed, large 
family and close relations with the neighbours, that is to say a community 
of rural society involving firm control find themselves in city circumstances 
offering more freedom, looser conditions and very often a large measure 
of impersonality. This process gave rise to different problems of re-adjust­
ment in the period of the first stage of the major historical change that 
took place between 1949 and 1953. Intra-generational mobility of adults, 
married people with a family was characteristic of the four year period. 
The difficulties arising today are of another type because the inter-gene­
rational kind of mobilty is predominant now. It is enforced through the 
school system and involves primarily young people about to take up a 
position in society. In the course of restratification of major importance 
certain strata found it more difficult to stand up to the burdens occompa- 
nving re adjustment because of the inherent disfunctional effects of 
restratification. The conflict of norms that had been brought about on a 
social level precipitated in deviant behavioural forms."3 Some of the indivi­
duals belong to the strata involved were drifted into the periphery of soci­
ety by deviant forms of behaviour resulting from the conflict of norms. 
Today those people can invariably be located in the ranks of persons in 
a multiple disadvantageous situation from every respect. At the same time 
not only the generation that suffered from or was involved in the disharmo- 
nius operation of social mechanism ensuring mobility and re-adjustment 
was hit badly but also the new generation. TAe aAddy q/ /Ac /amdy /Ac 
smallcs/ q/ all cammaadlcs /o A a m! doua noemg aws rendered .sAaAy. A/ As 
iHcapaMe o/ mala/atK/ay /Ac old t-alacs, cas/oms and norms under /Ae ne?o 
conddfons u-Ade ?dea/?y?co/?'oa na/A /Ae new ones ?'s rendered ?'?nposs:Me Ay 
oAs/ocles /aA?'ny /Ae/or/n q/ con/rod?'c/?'ons involved in /Ae conddfons o/* earis/ence 
and ?'ndi'r?ducd aAiii/ies. TAus par/ o/* /Ae crimes rommd/ed Ay youny aye 
A/acAc/s q/* people can, /rom several respec/s, Ae /raced AacA /o /Ais sdaa/fon q/* 
moral vacnamA'
The multiplication of deviant behaviour brought about by the reasons 
listed above is only too easy to observe in the strata which belonged to 
the category of (disadvantageous situation right at the start. Though 
these strata are generally described as immobile oncs,^ but as a result of 
the movement of very high intensity many of them are caused to leave 
their previous position. Their comparatively smooth re-adjustment cannot 
ensured even if the best possible conditions are created for their re-settle­
ment. Their way of life and previous conditions undergo changes of such 
dimensions that even the most harmonius operation of the different systems 
of institutions is not sufficient for their integration. The multiple occurrence 
of deviant forms of behaviour was characteristic of these groups in then- 
situation and as such it influenced or reacted to their disadvantageous
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situation. According to the results of the latest criminological research 
'Ac ca-pcncuccí? At /Acfr (t(/ÿy.s7/wc?t/ /o ^ctc coMt/f/wiiN ure wtDH-
/cs/cd <7; fttcrcusc /?; /Ac/r rrfwDtu/ f/c//r?7y rotM/ t^rcr/ /o /Ac yvcccd??;y .s/ayc 
u/u/ /Acy Accowc ?'u:-o/t-cJ A; /;c?c /yjyc.s o/cr/wc.s tcA/cA Artec ttc/ Arr?t ctts/umury 
;c//A /AcwÁ" Today these processes (¡an he detected most intensively in 
certain integrating strata o( the gypsy population. To overcome difficulties 
oi read  jus t men t of this kind new and specific social policy means must 
he taken advantage of (¡uite intensively. For example, social care within 
the factory premises must he extended to young people accommodated 
-in workers' hostels and not possessing a particular trade or a school leaving 
certificate from the primary school.
* **
1 his study has been devoted to seeking an answer to the relationships 
between disadvantageous situation and crime. It goes without saying that 
additional deep going research is necessary to he made to disclose the corre­
lations more fully. A reply of scientific value can and must he given to 
the following questions in the not too distant future:
What is the strength and importance of the imitation of negative 
patterns of behaviour in communities of disadvantageous situation and 
suscpetihle of deviant behaviour in the course of satisfying needs and resol­
ving conflicts?
\\ hat is the manner in which dev iant behavioural patterns cumula­
te and how do they influence each other is formation in strata of disad­
vantageous situation ?
\\ hat is the effectiveness of the system of institutions ensuring 
the intcg!ation of individuals into society and within this the operation 
of the individual types of institutions in the field of reducing social inequa­
lities and preventing deviant behavioural forms?
On the basis of the replies given to the questions listed above a preven­
tive system operating more intensively than the present one. a more effec­
tive one that corresponds more favoriablv to the present stage of social 
development can be elaborated.
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t K ö /d tá rt,.ló z se fand  l*t*y/t,Józ.sef:op.c i t .p .  187.
s Por.s:'. Z o ltán  and  1/aM.s:, K á lm án : A bűnözés m egism erésének s ta tisz tik a i m ódszerei 
(S ta tis tics) M ethods of A cquiring  K now ledge o f Crime). K özgazdasági és Jo g i K iadó , B u d a ­
pest, 1972.
6 Fcrtac-s, Miklós: A vagyon  etteni bűnözés (Crim e against P ro p e rty ). Fe jezetek  a szak- 
kritninoLógia körébő) (Pages from  Special Crim inology). T an k ö n y v k iad ó , (T extbock  P u b li­
sh ing H ouse) B udapest, )973.; Frg/r —GörtríőK Kása —<S'zaM.- K rőszakos bűncselektnények 
és e lk ö v e tő ik  (Violent Crim es an(i T hose C om m itting  T hem ). K özgazdasági és Jo g i K iadó  
(Pub)ish ing House of Kconom y an d  Law ), B u d ap est, 1973.; 7 'auőcr, Is tv á n : Az étősdi bűnö- 
zés krim inológ iája  (The Crim inology o f P a ra s itic  Crime). A cta F a c u lta tis , F a c u lty  o f  Po litics) 
Science an d  L aw  of K ötvös U n iv ersity , B u d ap est, ]974.; O'öarzö/, K a ta lin : A visszaeső b ű ­
nözők tip o ló g iá ja  (Ty[)o)ogy o f R ecid iv ists). K özgazdasági és Jo g i K iadó  (Pub)ish ing  H ouse 
of K conom y a n d  L aw ), B u d ap es t, 1980.
? Kerge, Zsuzsa: T ársad a lm u n k  rétegződése. Hívek és tén y ek  (S tra tifica tio n  o f H u n ­
g a ry 's  Society. P rinc ip les a n d  F ac ts). K özgazdaság i és Jog i K iad ó  (P ub lish ing  of Kconom y 
an d  L aw ), B u d ap es t, 1969. p . 82.
s Kerge, Zsuzsa: op. c it. p . 86 a n d  pp. 124 — 129.
s K tdcsdr, K átm án: A m ai m ag y a r tá rsad a to m  (T o d ay 's  H u n g a ria n  Society). K ossu th  
K iadó  (K o ssu th  P u b h sh in g  H ouse), B u d a p es t, 1980. pp . 1 4 9 -  159.
K ulcsár, K á lm án : op. c it. p . 151.
"  A ccordingly, I  can n o t agree w ith  w hat has been described  b y  Ferenc I rk . ( / r é .  F e ­
renc: A tá rsad a lm i rétegződés k ritn inotógiai és b ü n te tő jo g i ve tü le te in ek  rendszere) Tho 
System  of th e  Crim inological an d  P en a l Law P ro jections o f Social S tra tifica tio n ). K rim ino- 
tógiai és K rim inalisz tikai T an u lm án y o k  (Crim inological an d  C rim inalistics S tudies), Vol. 
X V III . K özgazdasági és Jog i K iadó (Pub lish ing  H ouse of Kconom y an d  L aw ), B u d ap est, 
1981. p. 90.
'7 Vré, Ferenc: op. c it. p. 90.
'3 Ku/c.wir, K á lm án : op. c it. p. 188.
Losonc:!', Agnes: Az éle tm ód az időben a tá rg y b a n  és az  é rté k ek b e n  (The W ay  of 
Life in T im e, in O bject an d  in Values). G ondolat P ub lish ing  H ouse, B u d ap es t, 1 977. pp . 
7 3 0 -7 3 1 .
' '  T h is  is th e  defin ition  o f d isad van tageous s itu a tio n  given IK Zsuzsa Orolin: , , ln  ge­
n e ra l p o v e rty  is a s ta te  tak in g  a long tittle to  develop: it is a specific w ay of life b rough t 
ab o u t as a  resu lt o f  th e  jo in t effect o f  several factors."  (Szegénység — alacsonyjövedeltnűség 
— h á trá n y o s  helyzet — P o v e rty , Low Incom e, D isad v an tag eo u s S itu a tio n . Szociológia, 
1980. Issue Xo. 1. p . 131.) L a te r  she  uses an  expended version  o f th e  d e fin ition  in a  s tu d y  
w ritte n  jo in tly  w ith  1'etrytge, Jú lia : , ,in o u r  view-the c o n ten t o f th e  te rm : d isad v an tag eo u s s i tu ­
a tio n  is a  s ta te  w hich, as a rule, tak es a  long tim e to  develop an d  co n tinues to  la s t for long. 
In  fact it m eans a specific w ay o f life w hich is de term ined  b y  several factors; it dev ia tes  from  
th e  s itu a tio n  o f fam ilies an d  households th a t can  be regarded  from  a  social aspect as th e  
general one in  a negative  d irec tion , an d  find ing  a w ay  out o f it is ex trem ely  d ifficu lt for o b ­
jec tive  reasons." (A h á trán y o s  tá rsad a lm i helyzet tényezői =  The F ac to rs  o f D isad v an tag e­
ous Social S itu a: ion. T ársad a lm i Szemle — Social R eview , 1980. Issue Xo. 12. p. 48.)
/fu&tdr, Is tv án : A h á trán y o s  helyzetűek M agyarországon ¡People in  D isa d v a n ta ­
geous S itu a tio n  in H u n g ary ). T ársad a lm i Szemle. 1981. Issue Xo. 6. p. 89.
'7 Kerge, Zsuzsa: T ársad a lo m p o litik a i tan u lm án y o k  (S tudies o f Social Policy). G on­
d o la t P ub lish ing  H ouse, B u d ap est, 1980. p. 9.
'8 Kerge, Zsuzsa: op. c it. p. 13.
'8 A lec tu re  b y  K tdcsar, K á lm án  is discussed b y  Po/tat, A ntal: V ita  a  tö b b o ld a lú an  
há trán y o s helyzetű  csoportokró l (A D ebate  on G roups in D isad van tageous S itu a tio n  from  
Several A spects). T ársad a lm i Szem le, 1981. Issue Xo. 6. p . 100.
7" A irs. A /o/adr Feagt'ye, Ju lia  an d  O roPa, Zsuzsa: op. c it. p. 51.; Pártos, Ferenc: A c i­
gán y  és nem  cigány  lakosság vélem énye a  főbb  társad a lo m p o litik a i célk itűzések tő l (The O pi­
nion of tho G ypsy  an d  X on-G ypsy P o p u la tio n  abou t th e  M ajor O bjectives o f  Social Policy). 
Szociológia, 1980. Issue X o. 1. p. 1.
7' P á rtán , B a rn ab ás  an d  Ftrárottcá, G yörgy: A lakáshelyze t a lak u lása  és jellem zői (The 
D evelopm ent and  C h arac teristics o f H ousing). T ársadalm i Szemle, 1981. Issuo Xo. 4.
77 ,¡T öbboldalúan h á trán y o san  é r in te t t  rétegek, v a la m in t a  dev iáns m ag a ta r tá s i  fo r­
m ák  és a bűnözés k ap cso la ta ."  (R ela tions betw een th e  S tra ta  in a  D isadvan tageous Situ-
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a tio n  ft om Several A spects and  D ev ian t B ehav io u ra l Form s a n d  Crim e). (B elügym inisztérium  
és Igazságügyi M inisztérium  — M in istry  o f  th e  In te rio r  a n d  M inistry  o f Jus tice . M anuscript. 
B u d ap es t, 1979.)
23 See for m ore d e ta il Gönezöl, K a ta lin : op. c it.
2' D a ta  w ere m ade availab le  b y  th e  C entral S ta tis tic a l Offico for ea rlie r research from 
th e  d a ta  o f th e  1979 census.
23 É letsz ínvonal 1960 — 1980 (L iving S ta n d a rd s  betw een 1960 an d  1980). P u b lica tion  
o f th e  C en tra l S ta tis tica l Office, F e b ru a ry , 1981. Vol. 23. Issue Xo. 6. B udapest.
26 /r/.', Ferenc: op. c it. p . 95.
22 Bzaöody, Egon: A m ag y a r  családok dem ográfia i sa játosságai. C salád és házasság  a 
m ai m ag y a r tá rsad a lo m b an  (The D em ographic C harac teristics o f H un g arian  Fam ilies. The 
F am ily  and  M arriage in T o d av 's  H u ngarian  Society). K özgazdasági és Jog i K iadó. B udapest , 
1971. p . 59.
26 F o r m ore de ta ils  see th e  resu lts o f  research  quoted  and  carried  out by th e  M inistry 
o f th e  In te r io r  and  th e  M inistry  o f Ju s tice , op. c it.
2s OroBa, Zsuzsa: op. c it. p . 139.
3° A lec tu re  b y  A't/ers, R ezső w as quo ted  by  BJ/rm , A ntal: op. c it. p . 10!.
3' Ferye, Zsuzsa: T ársad a lo m p o litik ai tan u lm án y o k  (S tudies o f Social Policy), op. cit.
p .  21.
32 Ferye, Zsuzsa: op. c it. p . 290.
33 Pdr/os, Ferenc: op. c it. p . 14.
3' Ferye, Zsuzsa: op. c it. p . 34.
3' X'zrröú. A ndrás: B űnözés — em ber — társad a lo m  (Crim e, M an an d  Society). K öz­
gazdasági és Jo g i K iad ó  (Pub lish ing  H ouse of E conom y an d  Law ), B u d ap est, 1980. p . 201.
36 T his is how W . G. Sum m er fo rm ula ted  th e  essence o f  beh av io u ral norm s: "These 
norm s a te  generally  accepted  social m odes o f ac tio n  serv ing  to  m eet hu m an  needs a n d  desires 
an d  th e  m easures o f th e  degree o f beliefs, view s, rules an d  w elfare belonging to  th e  essence 
of these  m odes o f action  w hich are  co rre la ted  genetica lly ." (Fo lk  C ustom s . . . .  G ondolat 
P u b lish in g  H ouse. B u d ap est, 1978. p . 98.)
32 F o r m ore de ta ils  see B a n d á , K a ta lin : D iszfunkcionális családok (D isfunctioning 
Fam ilies). Szociológia, 1973. Issue No. 2. pp . 1 9 0 -1 9 1 .;  OroB'n, Zsuzsa: op. cit. p . 135. and  
Bzaöó, A ndrás: op. c it. p. 201.
36 BonrdrCM, P iortc: A tá rsad a lm i egyenlőtlenségek ú jraterm elődése  (R eproduction  of 
Social Inequalities). G ondo la t Publish ing  H ouse, B u d ap est, p. 240.
36 BourdteM, P ierre : op. c it. p. 243.
O f th e  crim inological s tud ies see tho  following in p a r ticu la r : Pa tera , A ntal: A k ü lö ­
nösen  veszélyes v isszaesőkről (A bout th e  Specially  D angerotts R ecid iv ists). Criminological 
atrd  C rim inalistic  Studies, Vol. X V I. K özgazdasági és Jog i K iadó . B u d ap est, 1978.; lfotrrör, 
József: A ga leribünözés (Crim e in Gangs). K özgazdasági és Jo g i K iadó . (Publish ing  House of 
E conom y and  Law ) B u d ap est, 1971.
' '  Kozm a, T am ás: A h á trá n y o s  helyzet (D isadvan tageous S itu atio n ). T ankönyvk iadó . 
(P u b lish in g  H ouse of T extbooks) B u d ap est, 1979. p . 23.
'2 Kozm a, T am ás: op. c it. p . 25.
33 Kozm a, T am ás: op. c it. p . 26.
33 A lec tu re  b y  /freszór, T ibor is q u o ted  by  Boám , A ntal: op. c it. p . 106.
33 Ferye, Zsuzsa: Az isko larendszer és az iskolai tu d ás  tá rsad a lm i m eg h a tározo ttsága  
(The D e term in a tio n  b y  Society  o f th e  School S ystem  a n d  K now ledge A cquired in School). 
A kadém iai K iadó , B u d ap est, 1976.
36 T he calcu la tion  w as m ade  on  th e  b asis o f Ku/e.sdr, K álm án : op. c it. p. 154.
32 Ferye, Zsuzsa: T ársad a lm u n k  rétegződése, elvek és tén y ek  (The S tra tif ica tio n  of 
H u n g a ry 's  Society, P rincip les a n d  F ac ts), op. c it. p. 292.
36 B aum an, Z igm unt: Á lta lános szociológia (Genera! Sociology). K o ssu th  P ub lish ing  
H ouse, B u d ap est, 1967. p. 457.
36 Ju/rdsz, Pál: A neurózis és az  alkoholizm us n éh án y  szociológiai v onatkozása  (Some 
Social Im plications o f N eurosis a n d  A lcoholism ). Szociológia, 1980. Issue No. 1. p. 73.
3° BonrcBeM, P ierre : op. c it. p. 243.
3' K oM ar/ar, János: A m argón  (On th e  M argin). Valóság, 1982. Issue N o. 1. p. 97 —100.
32 For further de ta ils  see Bő/rar, A n ta l and  Pú/, László: A b c já ró  m unkások (C om m uting 
w orkers). B u d ap est, 1979. pp . 48. and  1S8.
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зз i'ty/t — б'йягд')/ — /\ t.s.s — A';,<éó.' op. c it. U haptor V II. an d  Gonczä/, K a tatin: op. c it. 
P a r t  ]V .
s ' Kor fu rth o r de ta ils  sec <S'znM, A ndtás: Л b ű n te t t  és b ü n te tése  (Critne an d  R e la ted  
Prm ish tnen t). G ondolat P u b lish in g  H ottse, B u d a p es t, 1070. p . 155.
33 Sec //anóA', K a ta lin : op. c it.; Oro/tn, Zsuzsa. op. c it.; A a M . A ndrás: B űnözés —em ber 
— társad a lo m  (Crime. Aland an d  Society), op. c it.
33 ТаыАег, Is tv án : A c igánybűnözés te rü le ti e ltéréseit befolyásoló fak to ro k  (F ac to rs  
In flu en c in g  tb c  T errito ria l D ifforences in Crim es C o n n n itted  b y  G ypsies). M agyar Jog  
(H u n g á rián  Lnw), 19S2. (In  press).
D IE  BENACHTEILIGTE SO ZIA LE LAGE UN!) D IE  K R IM INALITÄT
von
K A T A L IN  GÜXUXŰL 
f  ni versit átsdoy.ent in
(X usam ntenfassung)
D ie K tim in n litä t als eine sich geschichtlich  än d ern d e  M assencrscheinung k a n n  lau t 
V erfasserin  auch  so aufgefaßt w eiden wie eine E rscheinung, die zeigt, in welchem  Maße 
d ie Gesellschaft die N orm en v ererben  kan n , die ih r F o rtb esteh en  und ih re  W eiterem  Wick­
lung  sichern.
Die D ispositionen, welche die E n ts teh u n g  von N o rm enkonfiik ten  he rv o rru fen , also 
zur V erletzung  von  N o n n en  geeignet sind , w erden in der A b h an d lu n g  in den folgenden S p h ä ­
re n  un tersu ch t:
— Prozesse, die den P la tz  in de r s tru k tu re llen  O rdnung  der G esellschaft Irestim m cn.
— In stitu tio n ssy stcm c, welche die gesellschaftliche E ing liederung  sichern  u n d  ihre 
F u n k tio n  gew ährle is ten .
— Die D isharm onie zwischen den gesellschaftlichen Prozessen, welche d ie Um schich- 
tu n g z u r F o lg e  haben  u n d  de r F u n k tio n  de r In stitu tio n ssy stcm c, welche die E infügung  
fo rdern .
D ie A nalyse in de r obigen S tru k tu r  führt zur Schlußfolgerung, d a ß  die nach teilige , 
soziale und  ku ltu re lle  L age in seh r großem  Maße zu einem  d ev ian ten  B enehm en und in n erha lb  
dessen besonders zu r K rim in a litä t p räd isp o n ie rt. „W enn die K rim in a litä t le tz ten  E ndes als 
R e su lta t  de r gesellschaftlichen U ngleichheit en ts te h t, d an n  d ien t jede sozialpolitische M aß­
nahm e, welche die B eseitigung d e r ¡ms de r U ngleichheit stam m en d en  U nterschiede be ­
zw eckt,g leichzeitig  auch  de r V orbeugung der K rim in a litä t"  zieht die V erfasserin  d ie S chluß­
folgerung.
НЕБЛАГОПРИЯТНОЕ СОЦИАЛЬНОЕ ПОЛОЖЕНИЕ И ПРЕСТУПНОСТЬ
д-р КАТАЛИН ГЕНЦЕЛ 
доцент
(Резюме)
Преступность, как исторически меняющееся массовое явление -  но мнению 
автора -  может ныть истолкована и так, что она показывает в какой мерс может 
данное общество обеспечить спою относительно спокойную деятельность, каким об­
разом может сохранить свое существование, и обеспечивающие ее развитие нормы.
Диспозиции, вызывающие конфликты с законом, следовательно и нарушение 
норм, исследуются в научной работе в следующих сферах:
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-  Процессы, определяющие место в структуре общества.
-  Системы институтов, обеспечиваючще место в разных слоях общества, и их 
деятельность.
-  Дисгармония между общественными процессами, изменяющими слои об­
щества, и деятельностью структуры институтов, способствующем приспособлению 
к обществу.
Анализ указанной структуры приводит к выводу, что неблагоприятное социаль­
ное положение в большой мере приводит к девиантному поведению, в том числе н к 
преступности. Если преступность в конечном счете возникла в результате общест­
венной неравномерности, то все социально-политические мероприятия, направлен­
ные на уничтожение различий, вытекающих из неравномерности, в то же время 
служат и предупреждению преступности -  устанавливает автор.
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